A normed 1 ¡near space A" is an inner product space iff, for some integer /t^3, 2?-o (k,) (-l t=o \t'
+((")/"*)* »)+-+-(l:J/')**4
In order that this limit exist it is necessary that D°(a, b)=0 if 3^/_ifc-1. Hence the limit is \D°2(a, b) if ac_3. Therefore ||è||2 -Ula + 2b\\2 -2\\a + ab\\2 + \\a\\2]
for all a and b in X, which is a simple reformulation of the parallelogram law.
Hence the space is an inner product space from which it is easy to establish that Dk(a, b)=0 if k is any integer greater than 2.
